Abstract-in this article, we propose an adaptive image segmentation method based on saliency. First of all, we obtain the saliency map of an image via four bottom-layer feature tunnels, i.e. color, intensity, direction and energy. The energy tunnel helps to describe the outline of objects better in the saliency map. Then, we construct the target detection masks according to the greyness of pixels in the saliency map. Each mask is applied to the original image as the result of pre-segmentation, then corresponding image entropy is calculated. Predict the expected entropy according to maximum entropy criteria and select the optimal segmentation according to the entropies of pre-segmented images and the expected entropy. A large number of experiments have proved the effectiveness and advantages of this algorithm..
I. INTRODUCTION
Driverless technique is developing ceaselessly. In 2010, a group of 7 Google driverless cars were put into trial in California. Google driverless cars are issued with the first driving permit by DMV in Nevada, USA, which means that they can operate in this state. In 2011, the driverless technique developed by National University of Defense Technology is successfully to domestic vehicles and a driverless car traveled in structuring road for 177 miles, from Changsha to Wuhan.
Alan Taub，the vise director in global research apartment of Motor General, predicted that in 2020 the driverless system would be applied to every vehicle. Driverless technique has gradually permeated into our life and is the trade of future development. Meanwhile, although related cars are allowed on road, they are not popularized, which shows that such technique is not applicable on all conditions. Google driverless cars can drive in Nevada, but it is not sure whether they can travel in other states or the more crowded roads in Beijing. Anyway, driverless cars cannot avoid to 'see' with their 'eyes' and perceive the various objects via 'vision'.
In driverless technique, target detection is like the visual system of intelligent driving controller. It performs target detection, classification, tracking, location and detailed segmentation via techniques such as signal processing, computer vision, image processing, machine learning, patter recognition, artificial intelligence, data mining, and multimedia retrieval.
Target detection uses multi-information fusion technology，in which cameras are indispensable.
This shows the importance and necessity of real-time video processing. Compared to radar, the advantages of real-time video processing are irreplaceable. Typically radar can only locate the target, but it cannot detect the content, so some meaningful targets, such as traffic marks, cannot be detected by radar. Image processing can analysis the content as well as location of targets, however the present image information is too complicate for fast processing, so the utilization of information fusion can improve the efficiency. In the future, with the development of IT, update of intelligence algorithms and improvement of computers, it is believed that target detection by visual systems can replace radars. The salient features of vision are originally obtained from human visual cognitive system. With the development of psychology and physiology, researchers gradually get to know the visual systems of Primates and convey the mechanisms of psychology and physiology using information sciences. Thus, we have abandoned target analysis from the angle of image. Rather, we start from human visual system and applied visual features to target detection and analysis, which is more reasonable. Therefore, target detection based on visual salient features is critical and has drawn the attention of many researchers.
For the time being, target detection is widely applicable through various application techniques. It can be realized via infrared radar, the features in image as well as multiinformation fusion. In this article we focus on detect targets in images. The typical method of target detection in images is target analysis via features in the images, thus image features are important data. The classification of target detection methods is complicated. At the angle of targets, it can be sorted into dynamic target detection and static target detection. From the angle of image features, it can be classified into target detection based on local features and target detection based on global features. Analyzing images from the view of human visual cognition, there are some regions with relative strong stimulus to human vision. Target detection can also be realized through visual saliency.
Target detection based on local features usually describes the target via the key points of the target and the image as well as their neighboring regions, or through the features in some regions.
The research on local features started from late 1970s.
Gao [1] proposed two multi-scales corner detection methods based on log-Gabor WT, which were LGWTOI method and the LGWTSMM method. The LGWTOI method was simple and obtains some extra information which can be used in the following processing. To achieve isotropic response, the LGWTSMM method exploied the multi-orientation decomposition of logGabor WT and constructs the second moment matrix. The proposed methods provided a unique response for the corners of higher order structures. The authors [2] proposed an improved multiscale corner detector based on Curvature Scale Space (CSS) technique. The proposed method offered a robust and effective solution to images containing widely different size features. In the paper [3] , Harris used moving bright block judgment instead of differential operators, which was more accurate for corner detection and robust to rotational and grayness variance. Harris Corner Detection is still used today. Combining Gauss Scale Space with Harris Corner detection algorithm and using Iterative Estimation of Lindeberg [4] [5] [6] to realize affine invariance within the neighboring region, Harris-Laplacian Detector makes sure that Harris-Laplacian Corner is scale invariant. Harris-Affine Detector can automatically detect image features under affine transformation to adapt to such changes. In 2004 Lowe proposed the famous SIFT local feature [7, 8] , whose full name is Scale Invariant Feature Transform. This feature is adaptive to changes of scales, orientation, view angle and affine changes. The algorithm detects extreme points in Gauss-Laplace Space as key points via the difference between Image Pyramid and Gauss Kernel Filter and used a 128-dimensional vector for feature description, which makes this method more adaptive to applications. In 2006 Bay followed the idea of SIFT and proposed Speeded Up Robust Feature, or SURF for short. This method speeds up key point detection via combination of Harr Wavelet and Integral Image. SIFT algorithm is frequently improved afterwards. People have added other features besides greyness to make the matching of local features more accurate.
In case of excessive key points, some researchers put forward global DAISY as the local feature descriptor which is fast to calculate.
Detection can be based on target structures. The structure of a target can reflect its properties, so detecting it as a feature of the target can realize accurate detection. Typically objects consist of 
The parameters σ x and σ y is the standard deviation of Gauss function in the direction of x and y. ω 0 is the spatial frequency. Figure (1 . It is shown that the more directions there are, the more accurate the texture of an image is depicted and similarly the more detailed the directions are reflected. can clearly distinguish more colors on the spectrum, while when the brightness decreases to a certain level, we can only tell the change of darkness and brightness and lose the discriminative ability to different colors. RGB (red, green, blue) color space is also called computer graph color space, which converted the colors of images into information expressible by computers. It is a widely used and the most fundamental color space, and all present color spaces can be converted to RGB color space. Although RGB is easy to present by computers, it is not consistent with the human cognition. HSI (hue, saturation, intensity) color space is constructed based on human visual system, and it describes the colors of images via hue, saturation (Chroma) and intensity (brightness). HSI color space is presented by a cone model. Although the cone model is complicated in description, it can clearly present the changes of hue, saturation and intensity. Hue and saturation are called by a joint name, tone. Tone usually presents the type and shade of colors.
Humans are more sensitive to brightness than shade, so according to the requirements of color processing and cognition, HSI color space, which is consistent with human visual system, is more coincident with the properties of human visual cognition than RGB color space. At present, many algorithms in computer vision can be used in HSI color space, which can process hue, saturation and intensity separately and keep their independence from each other. Therefore, HSI color space is highly practical.
3) Opponent Color Theory
In the mid-19th century, Heirng proposed Opponent Color Theory, which states that there are opposing visual sensations between red and green, yellow and blue, as well as black and white.
Researchers commonly believe that in human light receptor, color information is received by red, green and blue cones and transmitted along nerves in the form of color contrast. Opponent color is expresses in detail as:
Hence RG is the contrast component of red and green and BY is that of blue and yellow.
4) Brightness
From the analysis of the color we can see the existence of certain relations between brightness and color. In fact, brightness describes an image by means of grayness. It is a merit in optic and also reflects human psychological physical merit. Suppose we define some merits to present the amount of radiation in standard conditions, the relations between radiation and light sensation can be constructed. The range of wavelength for visible light of 380~780mm, the physical merits given by radiation within is range is visible to humans and converted to psychological physical merits. From the angle of cognition, brightness is the measurement of the intensity and energy of the light that a visual receptor receives, so it is a subjective measurement of the amount of radiation. If the image is chromatic, we can convert it to a grayness one via an equation. However, this process is not reversible, i.e. we cannot convert a grayness image to a chromatic one. The equation changing an image in RGB color space to a grayness one is:
0.299 0.587 0.114
Therein I is the brightness and R, G and B respectively present red, green and blue components in the color space. Andrea Perna et al [9] used un-processed edges, phased changed edges and outlines with noises to stimulate Primary Visual Cortex and found out that phased changed edges put the strongest stimulus to the cortex, which implied that phase consistency is coded by Primary Visual Cortex.
Although phase consistency can effectively describe edges, during the experiments the image features were hard to describe after multiple tunnel fusion because of the sparseness of edge information. The authors [10] discovered that local energy contained in points with consistent phase was concentrated, and local energy is an important property of visual cortex cognition.
Similar to phase consistency, local energy also has effective response to features of the whole image, and it also makes up to makes up for the shortcoming of sparseness of phase consistency.
Local energy model is constructed from the odd items and even items of Gabor function.
Venkatesh and Owens gave the complex expression of local energy:
In this function, I(x) is the real component and H(x) is the imaginary component. In addition, the relation between phase consistency and energy is:
Here in E(x) is the local energy, PC(x) is phase consistency, and An is local amplitude.
To address the low speed of Hilbert Transformation, in 2001 Micheal Felsberg and Gerald
Sommer from Germany used Riesz Transformation to construct the local energy function [12] and solved the problem caused by Hilber Transformation. The Kernel function of Risez Transformation is:
In this function, u is the variable within the frequency band of signal analysis and this kernel function functions within the frequency band. This signal analysis method is not feasible to apply directly to image, because it requires generation of kernel template and the above function above:
In this function, x is the range of the image and f(x) is the original signal. Signal after Riesz
Transformation is called Monogenic Signal, which is represented by F M (x):
To find the phase information of different frequency band, Log-Gabor Transformation is used as scalar variable, which equips the scalar variable in Riesz Transformation Space with wider bandwidth. Riesz Kernel after improvement is [13] :
Herein G(|u|) is a one-dimensional Log-Gabor function. Coordinates in two-dimensional space is shown as:
In the range of image, we use triple to construct Riesz Transformation Space:
G(x) is the convolution of the image and one-dimensional Log-Gabor Transformation. h 1 and h 2 are the product of H(u) and the convolution template h(x). Thus, the local amplitude of Monogenic Signal A(x) is shown as:
The local energy is:
B. Salient target segmentation based on Maximum Entropy Estimation The idea of Maximum Entropy Estimation is inspired by maximum entropy segmentation. In Information Theory, entropy is used to measure the uncertainty of information and presents the average amount of information. Shannon put forward the definition of entropy:
Entropy Theory is also applicable on images. In the above formula, p(i) is the probability of corresponding degree of grayness and H(A) is the entropy of the image. Obtain the target entropy through Maximum Entropy Criteria [14, [17] [18] . Theory of Maximum Entropy is usually used in image segmentation. It assumes that the changes in grayness are similar in target region and background region, and the fluctuation of grayness is smooth. When the amount of information is large both in target region and in background, the entropy of image reaches its maximum, and the corresponding grayness is the threshold of image segmentation. At this time, if the threshold value is increased or decreased, target region and background region will be confused during segmentation. When the entropy reaches the maximum, segmentation between background and targets reaches its optimal effect. At this time, the entropy in the target region is the amount of information. If the size of Image f(x) is M*N and the set of grayness is G={0,1,…,L-1}. Set n i as the frequency of pixels whose grayness value is I and p i is the corresponding probability:
And it is known that:
At this time, then entropies of target region O and background region B are:
The total energy is:
H t H t H t = + (21) When H(t) reaches the maximum value, the value of H o (t) is the entropy of target region.
In the last section we have obtained four-tunnel saliency map g(x). Regions with intense grayness in g(x) represents salient f(x) feature in the original image. Sort g(x) images into 99 orders according to the grayness. x t is a point in x i , and g(x t )∈g(x i ), and divide the saliency map into two parts g(M) and g(m), in which g(M)>g(x t ) is the set of salient regions and g(m)<g(x t ) is the set of non-salient regions. Let g(M)=1 and g(m)=0 so we can obtain the binary mask g(t). The image of salient region is presented as:
image. The first step is to construct image pyramid and calculate the target entropy according to Maximum Entropy Criteria. Then the saliency maps are obtained via color, intensity, direction and local energy tunnels, sort them according to saliency. Obtain the binary masks, apply them to the original image and calculate the corresponding entropy. The image whose entropy is the most approximate to the target entropy is the result of target detection.
IV. EXPERIEMNTS
A Experimental comparison to Itti visual model . In this article, MSRA dataset [15] is selected as experimental image set and its remarks are used as the criteria to test the experimental results. In the first experiment, the parameters in saliency model are adjusted according to ROC curve. In the second experiment, the algorithm is subjectively evaluated according to the result of target detection, and the effectiveness of target detection is objectively evaluated according to the discovery rate, accuracy rate and F-measure [16] .
Experiment 1: we selected five image samples and set the tunnel weights via ROC Curve, which is shown in Figure 2 . Mainly the weights of direction and local energy tunnels need to be determined, and those of other tunnels are set to 1. In the local energy tunnel, we set the dimension to three, the minimum wave length to 3 and frequency amplitude to 2 so as to better describe the outlines of salient targets. It is shown in Figure 2 that when L, the weight of local energy tunnel, is set to 1.3, and G, the weight of direction tunnel, is set to 0.7, we can achieve the optimal visual saliency model. Figure 2 also shows that the area of ROC curve when L=1.3 and G=0.7 is larger than that when L=1.4, R=1.6 and when L=1.1, R=0.9, and the modified model with local energy tunnel is better than the tradition Itti model. Figure 3 , the first column is the original image, the second is Itti saliency map, the third is salient target detection algorithm based on Itti Model, the fourth is the saliency map constructed with our methods and the last is the automatic target detection algorithm in this article. It is shown that our algorithm effective preserves the completeness of the target. In the image of the first and second row, the targets are located at the center of scene. From the target detection image we can see that in Itti model, part of the saliency in the duckling and mark is missing due to the lack of outline information. On the contrary, our algorithm preserves the completeness in these two images. Images in the third row are testing images for multi-target detection, and the targets are four squares located at four corner. Itti model is not able to detect the complete features of peripheral targets because it overemphasizes the center, while our algorithm makes target detection complete via the inclusion of local energy tunnel to emphasize target outlines and weaken the property of Gabor function to highlight the center. Similarly, the result shown in the fourth row also shows the advantages of our algorithm. The image is a multiple-target scene image. The result shows that Itti Algorithm throws a few false positive detections and, compared to our algorithm, the necks of giraffes on the sides are confused with the background. Next, we use objective methods to test the salient target detection method in this article. As shown in Figure 4 , the discovery rate and accurate rate in our algorithm are both higher than those in Itti model. We employ F-measure for better judgment. Its formula is:
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In this formula, Precision is the accurate rate, Recall is the discovery rate and α=0.3. It is shown in Figure 5 that the F-measure of our method is higher than Itti model. is shown in Figure 6 . Evaluating subjectively, the saliency map constructed via our method is obvious better than STB. SR method is better than our method on the first three images whose backgrounds are relatively simple, but our method is better when the background is noisy, such as in the giraffe image. The saliency maps of FT are not as good as our method in all four images.
Context-aware Visual Saliency has ineffective performances in the giraffe image and the square image. Objective evaluation according to AUC is given in Table 1 , which shows that the saliency map of our method is better than other models. From the Figure 6 Comparison of saliency maps Experiment 2: images of successive frames are used as experimental samples, which are from Kazuma Akamine. We compare our algorithm with Kazuma Akamine and Itti. To improve the algorithm, we have included an optimized factor:
The above is the optimized factor for saliency detection, which mainly helps to refine the salient target region. k is an adjustable parameter. Suppose the salient target region is a square with M 1 pixels, then the side length of this region is about 4(M 1 )
1/2
. M is the number of pixels in the saliency map and P est is the estimation of the number of pixels around the salient target region. In this article, we combined visual saliency model with image segmentation and proposed an adaptive salient target segmentation method to realize the separation of salient targets from complicated backgrounds. In the visual saliency model, the addition of local energy to describe the outline of targets maintains the completeness of salient targets. During the adaptive segmentation, we used Maximum Entropy Criteria to estimate the target entropy, then we calculated the entropies of pre-segmented images constructed from saliency maps, and finally we selected the optimal target detection result according to the entropies. On the basis of visual attention model and physiology, we included local energy to the saliency model to describe the outlines of targets, and then we separate targets and backgrounds according saliency and estimate the salient target region via Maximum Entropy Criteria. A number of experiments have proved that our algorithm provides more complete salient target detection and higher discovery rate, accuracy rate as well as F-measure than tradition methods. This method is applicable to visual salient target detection in complex backgrounds.
